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Poised for Inner Strength 
New instruction in the classroom looks to put a positive spin 
in the lives of at-risk children. And it is being done with yoga. 
 

by Dena Levitz •  Photography by Erick Gibson 

 

There is a certain assumed image of yogis: female in her 20s 
or 30s, most likely lean and physically fit with a deeply 
spiritual side and corresponding thirst for enlightenment. She 
probably reads the Dalai Lama in her spare time to achieve 
nirvana; buys pricey yoga pants and jaunts off to far-off 
places for secluded retreats, because she can afford to. 

Elizabeth Auten, though, is out to change that perception and 
make yoga much more accessible to all. 

Even though Auten’s only been a yogi for a few years, she 
says the practice has made a tremendous impact on her life—
so tremendous that she’s started a nonprofit centered on 
using yoga as a tool to bring about positive changes in youth. 

The Shakti Youth Project, based in Auten’s home in Arlington, 
is celebrating its first birthday this month. To carry out its 
mission, Auten—and eventually a slew of volunteers—will 
teach yoga to middle and high schoolers beginning with a 

group of juvenile offenders in Baltimore and about a dozen sixth graders at Arlington’s 
Swanson Middle School. Along with yoga instruction there will be accompanying life lessons 
in order to create a holistic experience. And, Auten hopes, beyond adding more participants 
over time, to create wider networks between teens from the United States and other countries 
she’s visited as a way of expanding participants’ understanding of their place in the world. 

 



“Shakti means power in Sanskrit,” she explains. “And that’s really the goal. We’re offering 
tools to teenagers in more at-risk communities so they can empower themselves and take 
action.” 

Shakti hardly happened overnight. The nonprofit was actually about a decade in the making 
and came about over the course of Auten’s service work, which started when she was the 
age of the youngster’s she’s now trying to aid. Like Auten herself, it is ever evolving, building 
off of each individual experience in her journey. The dual emphases on aiding youngsters and 
spreading yoga represent Auten’s strongest passions. 

 
Yoga instruction with Swanson Middle School students Esmeralda Hernandez and Nicole Canedo. 

 

Helping youth while building a service resume. 

Growing up in Northern Virginia, Auten admits she didn’t know what social work was, per se, 
but she had an inclination from early on that service was her calling and she should form her 
professional career around the notion of giving back. 

Volunteer work with Habitat for Humanity was especially influential. Each summer during high 
school, Auten traveled outside of Virginia to build a new house for a family in need. One 
summer it was rural Kentucky, another summer a remote section of West Virginia. Each time 
her worldview grew. 

“As a high school student you’re often in a bubble, that your world is your friends and the 
drama you’re living in right now,” she says. “So it’s valuable to get to see that it’s bigger and 
that there are so many possibilities.” 



It’s an ongoing theme in Auten’s life, this opening of her mind to cultures and communities 
beyond hers. Habitat also struck a chord with her in its “sweat equity” concept, whereby the 
family receiving a home also pitches in during construction. For Auten it immediately seemed 
like a more effective way to handle charitable work. Instead of outsiders swooping in to do 
something for families in need, they could work with them, turning service into an interactive 
partnership. 

After graduating from the University of Virginia, Auten lined up a yearlong position with 
AmeriCorps. There, her assignment was with The Choice Program in Baltimore, which 
supports delinquent youth and aims to prevent others at risk of delinquency. 

Auten’s specific role was intense—long hours, weekend work and $20,000 a year in 
compensation to allow her to relate to her clientele’s meager earnings. She and two other 
fellows had a caseload of about 30 teens either who were coming back to their communities 
from jail stints or who were being supervised in lieu of incarceration. Each day they would 
switch off visiting all of the teens at home and in school. 

“I was fully immersed in their community, from driving to their homes to driving up to corners 
where people would buy drugs,” Auten recalls. “I feel like what I was able to do was create a 
connection between the kids and their probation officers and their teachers. For example, I 
was able to go to the teacher and say, ‘You might not see everything going on in this kid’s life 
right now, but they’re trying.’” 

Particularly inspiring was a field trip to New York that Auten organized with the teens. For 
many, it was their first time outside of Baltimore and in some instances literally their first time 
venturing outside of their immediate neighborhood. In a small way, Auten says it broadened 
their horizons. But, it also put a bigger idea in her head—to one day take these kids and 
others in a similar situation outside of the country and expose them to even more. 

The idea would have to wait, however, as she moved to Peru for a year to broaden her own 
horizons. There, Auten taught English at a village school to support herself while also picking 
up a functional knowledge of Spanish that she has carried with her since. 

The whole time, Auten says, she thought about how even the poverty in Baltimore couldn’t 
compare to the hardships she saw in Peru, and that American kids could only benefit from 
seeing how Peruvian families made do living in garbage dumps without set-aside bathrooms. 

  



 
Auten continues her dedication to yoga instruction at Swanson Middle School 

 

Next was graduate school. Auten chose to attend Boston College, which that year introduced 
a cutting edge global social work degree focused on preparing future social workers to deal 
with the international community. 



During Auten’s last semester she was allowed to study abroad and complete her final practice 
hours in the field. So, she moved to El Salvador. The program in which she was involved 
counseled HIV-positive patients in both one-on-one and group settings. Auten sat in on the 
group meetings and was able to speak individually to a host of the HIV-positive participants. 

“Being from outside of the community they were more willing to talk to me even though my 
Spanish wasn’t perfect,” she says. “None of the people I met with had told anyone, not even 
in their immediate family, so it was a very powerful experience.” 

She became enamored with El Salvador and wanted to stay on after graduation to work for a 
small nonprofit that an American had created. Not too long after making this decision, 
however, the nonprofit ran out of money and Auten stopped hearing from the founder. 

“For a while I wrote home and asked for money, but that wasn’t a sustainable way to go 
forward,” she explains. 

That organization’s failure was a failure that was important to have, she now says. Most of all 
Auten carried with her the lesson that even the greatest intentions are useless without a 
strategic plan around keeping a nonprofit going and sustainable beyond the efforts of its inner 
circle. 

Without a position to keep her in Central America, Auten returned to Arlington and got the 
closest thing to a regular job thus far in her life. She was hired by the Gates of Ballston 
Community Center to run its community center and handle afterschool programming for the 
kids living in that housing development. 

Gates of Ballston consists of a set of affordable housing units with a community center smack 
in the middle of the development. What Auten says she enjoyed about the three-and-a-half 
years in that role was the easy and convenient interactions with families. 

“If a teenager didn’t show up for, say, a tutoring program it was really easy to find them,” she 
explains. “I could also knock on doors or call their parents because I knew them.” Falling in 
love with both Nicaragua and yoga. 

While running the community center in Arlington, Auten also developed two pivotal passions 
that led even more directly to the creation of Shakti. 

First, she started taking yoga, which began two years ago, in the midst of the job, as a side 
hobby to relieve stress and try a new form of physical exercise. Auten saw that the practice 
allowed her to establish an inner connection with herself. 

“I originally trained in Baptiste Yoga, which is a power, flow style,” she says. “It has a real 
emphasis on transformation, not just physical but on mental and emotional capabilities and 
sorting out what holds you back from what you dream of.” 

Just a few months after she began taking yoga classes, Auten started vacationing in 
Nicaragua. During her graduate school stint in nearby El Salvador, she had briefly crossed 
the border to Nicaragua and immediately connected with the openness of the people there. 
But, she had little time to truly explore, which is why she designated specific trips to seeing 
the country. 

Auten had planned to travel throughout Nicaragua, yet she felt so connected to a small town 



that she visited early on and never journeyed further. 

“After the first time visiting I came home and immediately said to my family ‘I want to move to 
Nicaragua,’” she says. “I had only been there for four days but it felt like much more.” 

A move to the Nicaragua did not happen right away. However, she visited often, five times in 
one year. 

At some point along the way, she brought her growing interest in yoga with her. 

The village had a community center that was largely unused, so Auten took it upon herself to 
begin planning programs for the kids in the neighborhood. She also practiced yoga on the 
beach each day, which locals began noticing and inquiring about. 

“It wasn’t necessarily my plan to teach yoga but the kids wanted to know what I was doing, so 
I started sharing that,” she says. “One day I was introduced to a fisherman to help with his 
English. And he said, ‘What I really want to learn is that thing you do on the beach. What is 
that?’” 

Quickly, teaching yoga turned into larger lessons. Auten found, because of the many animal-
named yoga poses, she could use the discipline to help youth with their English, bridging the 
physical sessions into conversations about life. 

“If the kids said they couldn’t do a pose it led into us talking about ‘Why do you think you can’t 
do that?’ and the importance of trying and sometimes falling in the process. Discussions 
about pushing ourselves and challenging ourselves and staying present in the moment then 
came out of that,” she says. 

Sports have long been used as uniting agents that cut across cultural and language barriers. 
Yoga has been no different for Auten; it just so happened to be her chosen sport. She also 
managed to work through the 200-hour yoga teacher certification process and, therefore, 
increasingly brought new yoga styles and poses to Nicaragua. 

Eventually Auten spent eight months living in the Central American country, tackling the yoga 
programming full time. She says, in the end, as much as she enjoyed running the community 
center plenty of other social workers were up to the task and not many were clamoring to 
move to Central America and work with youth. 
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Forming the nonprofit, readying to start. 

The success of the yoga instruction she crafted for Nicaraguans propelled Auten to make the 
arrangement more formal back in the United States. 

She mulled over the idea of forming a nonprofit with several fellow yogis and eventually 
assembled a handful to serve on her board of directors, helping with the setup of the 
organization, which was finalized while Auten spent her last few months in Nicaragua. 

Above all, the idea was to use yoga as a positive force in teens’ lives. 

The Shakti Youth Project was officially born in January 2012. Later that fall, Auten began 
teaching yoga to Baltimore youth involved in The Choice Program. In early December, Auten 
began yoga instruction in her first Arlington school, Swanson Middle School. 

The plan at Swanson is to target a handpicked group of 10-15 sixth graders, who will practice 
quick yoga sessions a few mornings a week before school, and a longer yoga practice once a 
week, paired with activities and discussions inspired by the mental and emotional offerings of 
yoga. Once the first group of program participants reach eighth grade and are thoroughly 
comfortable with Auten, the goal is a trip to Nicaragua to meet the locals she worked with. 

“I want to use yoga as a tool,” she says. “My aim is not for the kids to just know yoga by the 
end of the year. I want them to feel empowered, and that they know themselves a bit more 
and they know themselves more in the context of a global world.” 

Yoga’s appeal to both adults, younger practitioners. 

In researching what type of yoga-related organization to start, Auten and her board came 
across The Lineage Project in New York City. The decade-plus old organization uses yoga 
and meditation on youth from the most challenging life circumstances in the city in order to 
break the cycles of poverty, violence and incarceration. In 2011 alone, Lineage served more 
than 1,000 youth. 

Nadine Pielsticker, one of Shakti’s founding board members, says working with an 
underserved population, like Lineage does, seemed especially appealing since these 



youngsters “don’t have any peace or stillness to turn to.” 

Auten visited New York inquiring about bringing the Lineage Project to Virginia under her 
guidance. However, Lineage’s leadership was not ready to expand, so instead, Auten 
modeled the Shakti Youth Project after it. 

Pielsticker, like Auten, has a strong background working with youth as a teacher as well as a 
keen appreciation for yoga. Her yoga practice began four years ago during graduate school. 
Two days a week quickly went to three and then a daily mat session. 

“For me, the impossible becomes possible,” she says. “I think of myself when I was 13 and I 
realize yoga could have done so much good. Bringing stillness is a powerful tool to take in.” 

Indeed, participation in yoga by youngsters is on the rise. Beginning in the late 1990s, authors 
began publishing yoga books specially catered to instructing youth. Two years ago, Yoga 
Alliance, the main standard-setting organization for yoga in the West, outlined guidelines for 
children’s yoga training. The step has only spurred youth involvement. 

At the same, time, though, conclusive research about yoga’s benefits to kids and teenagers is 
limited. Perhaps the most cited study on the topic is from 2003 by researchers at California 
State University. Scientists examined the correlation between yoga and academic 
performance, discipline, attendance and self-esteem. 

Most strikingly, there was a 20 percent increase in the number of students who felt good 
about themselves after practicing yoga, and a six percent bump in disciplined behavior by 
yoga-practicing students. 

Auten certainly hopes to see a positive impact in the teenagers she works with through 
Shakti. 

“Yoga tends to be for those who can afford to go to a studio, which is expensive,” she says. “I 
see making that more accessible and bringing it to kids as a great thing. It’s a wonderful way 
to deal with whatever they have going on in their lives.” 
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